REAL PROPERTY LISTER FUNCTIONS IN LA CROSSE COUNTY

ASSESSMENT PROCESS
RPL PRODUCES THE FOLLOWING FOR THE MUNICIPAL ASSESSOR:
UPDATED & NEW FORMS POSTED TO THE DOR WEBSITE
YEARLY REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT LABELS (NAME CHANGES/SPLITS/COMBINATIONS THAT WERE MADE BY THE RPL WORKING THE DAILY RECORDED DOCUMENTS IN THE REGISTER OF DEEDS OFFICE/MAILING ADDRESS CHANGES RECEIVED & MADE BY RPL)
YEARLY PERSONAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT MAILING LABELS (FOR THE PA-003 FORM TO BE MAILED BY ASSESSOR)
REAL ESTATE WORK BOOK (BEGINNING PARCELS AND VALUES)
ELECTRONIC REAL ESTATE WORKBOOKS (BEGINNING PARCELS & VALUES – LOAD ON COUNTY’S FTP SITE FOR ASSESSORS TO RETRIEVE & ALSO LOAD TO MARKET DRIVE’S FTP SITE FOR MARKET DRIVE USERS)
PERSONAL PROPERTY WORKBOOK (BEGINNING ACCOUNTS AND VALUES)
NEW/SPLIT PARCEL LIST (COMBINATIONS/SPLITS THAT WERE MADE BY RPL WORKING DAILY RECORDED DOCUMENTS IN THE REGISTER OF DEEDS OFFICE THAT THE ASSESSOR HAS TO VALUE)
RETIRED/DELETED PARCEL LIST (DELETES THAT WERE MADE BY RPL WORKING DAILY RECORDED DOCUMENTS IN THE REGISTER OF DEEDS OFFICE)

RPL IMPORTS ASSESSOR’S NEW VALUES & PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS:
ELECTRONICALLY IMPORT REAL ESTATE VALUES AND HAND ENTER PERSONAL PROPERTY VALUES
RUN REAL ESTATE NOTICES
MAKE OPEN BOOK CHANGES IF NECESSARY
RUN REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT ROLLS
RUN STATEMENT OF ASSESSMENT AND ELECTRONICALLY UPLOAD TO THE STATE DOR WEBSITE (SEND PAPER COPY TO ASSESSOR & MUNICIPAL CLERK)
MAKE NECESSARY AMENDMENTS TO THE STATEMENT OF ASSESSMENT AND RESUBMIT TO THE DOR WEBSITE & REDISTRIBUTE PAPER COPIES

RPL PRODUCES & UPLOADS YEARLY TO THE DOR WEBSITE THE FOLLOWING REPORTS FOR THE IPAS SYSTEM:
REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT INITIAL WORK ROLLS FOR EVERY MUNICIPALITY IN THE COUNTY
REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY ASSESSMENT POST BOARD OF REVIEW ROLLS FOR EVERY MUNICIPALITY IN THE COUNTY
TAX ROLL FOR EVERY MUNICIPALITY IN THE COUNTY

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT CHARGES PROCESS
SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS SUBMITTED BY CLERK FOR ENTRY ON TAX BILLS BY THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS HAND ENTERED BY RPL
CLERK/TREASURER CONNECT TO COUNTY NETWORK AND HAND ENTER
CLERK/TREASURER SUBMITS DATA FILE TO RPL TO UPLOAD TO DATA BASE

CREATING A TAX INCREMENTAL DISTRICT
PARCELS ARE IDENTIFIED TO THE RPL – RPL CREATES A NEW TID CODE & AFFECTED PARCELS ARE UPDATED WITH THE NEW CODE
GIS SPECIALISTS CREATE A TID MAP REFLECTING THE TID PARCELS
RPL CREATES TID DISTRICT REPORTS WHICH TRACK VALUES IN RELATION TO THE TID BASE
TAX CALCULATION PROCESS

RPL PERFORMS THE FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS:

- Validates & updates all municipality’s local treasurer’s name & mailing address to print on the tax bill.
- Enters tax payment schedules for all municipalities.
- Enters each taxation district levies & credits for all municipalities.
- Enters all municipality’s fair market rates.
- Enters all school district’s equalized rates.
- Enters all lottery credits.
- Enters all first dollar credits.
- Totals all municipality’s assessment values.
- Calculates all municipality’s mill rates.
- Generates all municipality’s tax bills.
- Posts all mill rates to county website.

WORKING OF DAILY DOCUMENTS RECORDED IN THE REGISTER OF DEEDS OFFICE THAT CREATES THE ASSESSMENT ROLLS:

RPL PERFORMS FOLLOWING FUNCTIONS ON A DAILY BASIS ACCESSING THE RD’S OFFICE & THE DOR’S WEBSITE:

- Checks e-return on DOR’s website to retrieve deeds tax parcel identification number & grantee’s mailing address for tax bill.
- Retrieves reception book & deed images from the register of deed’s office.
- Creates word document using the above information.
- Works documents on a daily basis all year by performing name changes, splits, deletes, combinations, creating new parcels for new plats & new certified survey maps, parcels in annexations, etc.
- Researches title and documents in the register of deeds office as needed.
- Assigns & maintains school codes, special purpose codes/districts, postal districts & supervisory districts, etc.
- Assigns parcel numbers, acreages on all parcels, abbreviates legal descriptions uniformly.
- Applies knowledge of chain of title, ownership interest, probate & public land survey system.
- Corrects e-returns on DOR’s website if necessary.
- Mailing addresses changed on a daily basis as supplied to the RPL.

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION MAPPING UPDATED ON A DAILY BASIS AS NEEDED BY WORKED DOCUMENTS DESCRIBED ABOVE

ZONING, ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & LAND CONSERVATION PERMITS ISSUED ON A DAILY BASIS BY ACCESSING THE CURRENT PARCEL INFORMATION PRODUCED BY THE ABOVE

RPL HELPS WITH THE REVIEW PROCESS OF CERTIFIED SURVEY MAPS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT & RPL WORK TOGETHER ON AN ONGOING BASIS TO UPDATE/IMPROVE TAX PROGRAM (WHICH IS AN INHOUSE PROGRAM PRODUCED BY RPL & IT) & TO MAKE ALL STATE MANDATED CHANGES.
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